Delivering Lifelines to Societies
.....Engineering Excellence
Vishwa Infrastructure and services Pvt Ltd is an organization dedicated to the cause of enriching India’s landscape
with a robust infrastructure framework where the core focus area is water management. The company specializes
in commissioning water management infrastructure that facilitates water treatment, supply and distribution to
residential, commercial and industrial spheres across the country’s urban and rural belts. VISHWA is engaged in
the business of commissioning hi-end infrastructure projects via Item Rate Contracts, Turnkey (Design-Build)
Contracts and Design-Build-Own-Operate (DBOO) Contracts. The organization is also making its presence felt in a
bigger way in other crucial infra verticals including roads, power transmission etc. Vishwa is now evolving on the
global platform with forays into international market; the organization’s latest project in Nepal is a ground
breaking achievement.

The organization is a business enterprise specializing in offering comprehensive and innovative water supply &
sewage management solutions as its core functions. The company’s scope of expertise now spans the length
and breadth of India in the form of water supply & sewage treatment solutions across 18 Indian States. Vishwa
Infrastructures has executed projects with backward integration including all allied civil engineering works like
manufacturing pipes (PSC, MS, RCC & GRP), executing pipeline contracts, and construction of WTPs (Water
Treatment Plants), Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs), Reservoirs (ELSRs, GLSRs), Pump houses and installation of
Electro-Mechanical equipments (Pumping machinery). The company has four factories for manufacturing PSC,
RCC, MS & GRP Pipes and Specials, which are located in Andhra Pradesh - Shameerpet, Adilabad and
Visakhapatnam.
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From design & execution of laying pipelines Vishwa has now moved up the value chain; it is now involved in
Operation & Maintenance as well. The BOT project under PPP model at Khandwa Municipality is a classic example
of the company’s capabilities. In fact the company’s scorching growth rate has attracted the attention of key
global investors. Olympus Capital Asia Investments Limited, affiliated with Olympus Capital Holdings Asia
(“Olympus Capital”), recently announced the purchase of a significant minority stake in Vishwa for over 2000
million (INR). Olympus Capital, a regional middle market private equity firm with expertise in the environmental
sector, has been investing in India since 1999. Olympus Capital’s target sectors include renewable energy and
environmental services, agribusiness, and business and financial services. The new investment in Vishwa enables
the alliance to capture the huge opportunity presented by increasing government spending on developing the
water infrastructure in the country. Municipal water and wastewater is a fast growing segment and is expected to
be $42 billion over the next 5 years with transmission and distribution accounting for 70%-75% of the value chain
opportunity. This gives Vishwa a distinct advantage considering its core expertise and market standing.

Surging ahead in the Power sector ...
.....Engineering Excellence

Power Distribution

India is all set to surpass 180GW in generation capacity and the challenge would be to optimally
evacuate the power through effective and efficient power transmission network. Currently 45% of
the generated capacity can be transferred across regions and the target is to achieve 60% inter
regional capacity. This is where Vishwa sensed a plum business opportunity and is all set to seize
the same.

One of the most promising key sectors where Vishwa is striving to take giant strides is the crucial
area of power distribution and transmission. The company’s proven capabilities in the domain
give it a unique advantage. Vishwa’s work portfolio now includes some impressive projects which
could set the tone for a bright future in the said sector.

Projects:
Client: M.P. PASCHIM KSHETRA VIDYUT VITARAN CO.LTD.

Client: APTRANSCO.
Scope of work: Turnkey Project of Supply, Construction, Erection, Testing and commissioning of
220/132/33 kV Sub Station at Manikonda and 220kV LILO from Mamidipally - Gachobowli Line.
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Scope of work: Supply, Erection, Testing and commissioning of additional 11kV bays with VCBs,
renewal of the existing metering system as well as supplying of new connections to the
consumers with no existing connections, conversion of LT lines into HVDS under the separation of
agricultural and non-agricultural loads programme of MPPKVVCL.

.....Engineering Excellence

The road never ends...

Roads
India has a road network in excess of 4.42 million kilometers
(2.059 million miles) making it one of the three largest road
networks in the world. However India has less than 4 kilometers
of roads per 1000 people and less than 0.07 kilometers of
highways per 1000 people. India plans to spend approximately
US$70 Billion by 2013 to modernize its highway network. As of
January 2012, India has completed and placed in use over
17,000 kilometers of recently built 4 or 6-lane highways
connecting many of its major manufacturing centers,
commercial and cultural centers. Vishwa has played a major role
in this ‘road revolution’ of India. The company has not only
looked at the scenario as a pure commercial opportunity but
also a way of contributing its might to the betterment of the
nation’s fundamental infrastructure.

Vishwa’s expertise coupled with the high end infrastructure at
its disposal has enabled the company to perform exceedingly
well in the sector. The company has executed some major,
complex projects across the country in the recent past. The fact
that the organization draws from its innate capabilities and skill
to execute projects of any size and scale without having to
out source gives it a definite head start.

Quality is the single largest parameter that impacts the
functionality of Vishwa. Every project of the company stands a
testimony to the organization’s total commitment to excellence
and quality. Stringent adherence to quality standards, time lines
and budgetary caps has afforded the company a niche place in
the specialized domain of roads deployment. Vishwa has now
started making in-roads into the international market; the
company’s on-going prestigious road laying project in Nepal is
a case in point.
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Strategic Alliances for
.....Engineering Excellence

Robust Collaboration

PPP (Private Public Partnership)
In the contemporary business scenario laced with competition and laden with risks, strategic alliances hold the key
to delivering quality. As a forward thinking organization Vishwa realizes the significance of collaborative synergy in
executing complex projects. The organization has embraced the concept of PPP (Private Public Partnership)
initiatives to expand its functional horizons. The company’s ventures in Khandwa, MP and Kolhapur, Maharashtra are
powered by joint collaboration with the respective governments under the BOT model.

As part of the Khandwa project the company is responsible for EPC, commissioning, operating and maintaining a
56 MLD in-take well with river water pumping machinery at Chooti Tawa River near Charkheda, 52 kms. from
Khandwa. The deployment suite includes a water treatment plant, raw water rising main of 100m, an electric
substation, GRP pipeline for clear water rising main of 50 kms. etc. The project facilitates the service of over 2,
40,000 denizens of the locality courtesy a 23 year old O &M contract. 90% of the project is funded by JnNURM and
the rest by Vishwa.

International Finance Corporation (IFC) supports Vishwa in all its PPP ventures. The expertise of Vishwa coupled
with its seasoned approach ensures smooth and fast completion of the PPP projects. The future no doubt
belongs to PPP based business model and Vishwa would go down in corporate history as one of the pioneers
who nurtured this concept. The company is already active in the domain and expects to venture into the same
in a much bigger way in the years to come.
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The Kolhapur BOT based sewage treatment plant is large in scale and complex by nature. The project includes
meticulous planning, designing, EPC, commissioning, operating and maintaining a 76 MLD sewage treatment
plant based on Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) technology. The plant services a population of 4, 85,000 for a
period of 13 years. 70% of the project cost is borne by Kolhapur Municipal Corporation and the rest by Vishwa.

Leveraging
Emerging Technologies...
.....Engineering Excellence

Micro Tunneling
(Trenchless Technology)
Vishwa is an organization which firmly believes and invests in the power of new, cutting edge
technologies. The company acknowledges the fact that latest technologies and modern
methodologies are the key drivers of hyper growth. Keeping abreast of the latest
technologies and embracing the same is a constant endeavor at Vishwa.

Trenchless Technology is one such techno marvel that the company has deployed for faster
output negating any risks whatsoever. It is a sub-surface construction technology that requires
few or no trenches to be dug. The technology minimizes the need to dig trenches as part of
infrastructure deployment work thereby safeguarding the aesthetic value of the property
or the project site.

Apart from this the company is in the process of deploying a host of other emerging
technologies to deliver a solid combination of quality, speed, reliability and aesthetic appeal.
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The methodology includes deploying of digging pits and driving pits establishing a
tunnel between two locations. A platform is constructed at the driving end to hold the
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) along with jacking equipment to support the process of drilling
and pipe pushing. The TBM excavates the earth by jacking and the excavated material is
collected at the surface without any corrosion.

CSR Initiatives...
.....Engineering Excellence

It’s payback time

Vishwa is a proud corporate citizen which realizes and acknowledges the need for giving back to
the society. Keeping abreast with the company’s policy of touching lives and enriching societies, it
has taken up a host of activities which reflect Vishwa’s total commitment to corporate social
responsibility. Few of the recent CSR initiatives include:

Corporate Social Responsibility
Backward area development initiative - Constructing a Panchayat building in Shamirpet.

Talent grooming initiative - Sponsoring Master V. Raghav Srivathsav’s participation in international Chess

People empowerment initiative – Drinking water supply to Jaganguda reeling under acute water shortage.
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competition where he won a bronze medal for India.

.....Engineering Excellence

From the CMD’s Desk

“

A nation is as good as its

infrastructure; and I am committed to contributing my mite to the
cause. Vishwa is the medium through which I deliver my promise along
with customer delight in the form of true quality manifested in world
class projects.
Yerra Srinivas,

“

Chairman & CEO

I always envisioned India as a super power in the making.
And it goes without saying that rock solid infrastructure
plays a crucial role in shaping a nation into a global force.
Putting world class infrastructure in place, especially in
the vital area of water management has been a major
motivator in my career. Way back in 1992 my vision took
shape in the form of Vishwa Infra, a fully integrated urban
infrastructure enterprise with core expertise in water &
sewage projects.

Brand Vishwa was built on the premise of water
management and promise of channeling water to rural,
urban and industrial segments of the nation. Vishwa Infra
is today acclaimed as the segment leader in the vital
areas of water and sewage management whose
expertise spans the entire country in the form of an array
of milestone projects. Agility and scalability have
accorded the company a robust delivery platform
capable of handling projects of any size and scale.

Quality is the key driver that influences the functionality
of Vishwa Infra; quality that heralds true customer
delight. Vishwa’s functionality is built around the concept
of delivering a promise called quality within the
stipulated time and cost lines. Today I am happy to see
that the organization has made rapid strides in evolving
as a brand that brings joy to its external and internal
stakeholders.
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Growth
is a way of life at VISHWA

.....Engineering Excellence

Exponential is one word to describe Vishwa's awe inspiring growth both fiscally and functionally.
The business enterprise which has evolved into a respected and admired brand on the Infra horizon
has moved into the big league within a short span of time thanks to a sustained growth rate.
Vishwa's fiscal statistics pertaining to the preceding years showcase a spectacular saga of unmatched success.
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Our

Lead Partners
.....Engineering Excellence

ML SRIDHAR REDDY, Executive Director.
Mr. Sridhar is a Civil Engineer and is considered to be Vishwa's technical think-tank . He has planned
and executed scores of projects in Water and Waste Water and has rich experience in designing and
construction of Pipelines, Treatment Plants, Reservoirs, Intake Wells etc. He has been instrumental in
shaping Vishwa's fortunes along with the other co-founders. Utilising his core credentials of planning
and designing and rich project management expertise. Mr. Shidhar has developed an MIS system in
the company that immensely helps the Vishwa's Project Management Cell in effectively managing
and monitoring projects that are spread across the country and abroad.

J. VIKRAM, Director.
Mr. Vikram is endowed with abundant marketing knowledge apart from his core project execution
skills in executing Water and Waste Water Projects. He oversees capital purchases for Vishwa's
manufacturing units & also for project sites. His expertise lies in Vendor Selection and Development.
A tough negotiator, h ensures purchase of right product at right price and maintains excellent
rapport with vendors. He also has a keen eye in selecting Sub Contractors with good execution
abilities. An instant hit with the staff, he is a true HR man.

Mr. Vijay has a Master's Degree in Business Administration and two decades of rich experience in
executing irrigation and canal projects. He has specialization in leak detection, which has been his
strength over the years. He is adept in identifying typical problems faced at the project
commissioning stage, and in resolving them expeditiously. He is also a good public relations person
dealing with HR related issues.
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K. VIJAY, Director.

.....Engineering Excellence

Our Core Team

The cornerstones building a mammoth brand
YERRA NARASING RAO, Director (Operations).
He has been associated with Vishwa since its inception. He was involved from concept to commissioning in the setting up of all
manufacturing facilities. And, he specializes in coming out with simple technical solutions at the factories as well as at the projects sites
leveraging out-of-box thinking. His forte includes setting up of imported GRP plants, rock-cutting solutions for our micro-tunnelling
project, etc. He is known to be a hands-on person with all-round technical knowledge.

M. GOVERDHAN REDDY, Director (Finance).
He is a qualified company secretary with a Law Degree and Masters in Business Administration.
He has about three decades of banking experience and has headed very large banks; he has wide exposure in legal, credit and treasury
related areas and has pan India work experience. In his current capacity as Director-Finance, He monitors the company’s group finances,
expansion plans, private equity investments and exposure to treasury operations. He aims to bring the best practices to Vishwa
Infrastructures ensuring strict compliance of all necessary corporate regulations.

N.J. JAYARAM, Sr. Vice President - West
He is a B.Tech, DBF, DCM with over 32 years experience in Oil & Gas Cross Country Pipelines, Pressure Vessels, Cryogenic Pipelines, Tanks,
Ship and Submarine Repairs, Offshore Structures, WTP, STP, Water and Waste Water Pipelines, Roads, Residential and Industrial Buildings
etc. He has the distinction of executing projects pan India. He also has entrepreneurial experience of over 12 years during which he
executed works for BHPV, HPCL, HSL, IOCL, UCIL etc. His Involvement with major infrastructure companies such as Bhageratha, IVRCL,
Ramky and Doshion adds to his impressive portfolio.

R. JAIKISHAN, Vice President, Business Development, (IT).
He has been associated with Vishwa since 2008. He has over 30 years of experience including 15 years in Infrastructure industry.
His experience spans HR, Administration, ERP, Project MIS, Monitoring, functions. His earlier stint was with Dunlop India Ltd(for 10 years)
and in Saudi Arabia for 4.5 years. He was instrumental in developing a web-based mini-ERP application in his earlier organization that has
operations in 21 states. The software went live 4 years ago, and has been doing good ever since.

K.S. NAGESWARA RAO, Vice President - South

CVSS PRASAD, Vice President - East
He is a B.E. & MBA gold medallist, with vast experience in the field of project management. He has an excellent man management skills
with international exposure to sales, business development, project planning and financial management.
He has 26 years of enormous work experience with top MNCs like Allwyn, Tata, Bharthi Airtel etc,.

SUDHIR DAS - Vice President, (Operations).
He is a Mechanical Engineer by profession, with over 20 years of experience in various piping sectors such as Sewers, Storm Water, District
Cooling and Oil & Gas. He has vast experience in various domains including Production, Process, Quality and Projects and played an
important role in implementation of ERP system (BaAN from Netherlands) during his stint in Middle East. His specialization ranges from
Design to Commissioning in the field of Composite Piping. He presently serves as Head for Verticals of MicroTunnelling, Mining and Plant
& Machinery.
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He is a B.E. (civil) graduate with over 23 years experience in construction of Industrial units like Coke Ovens, Material Handling and ancillary
structures, Industrial buildings, WTP, STP, Water and Waste Water Pipelines, Roads, Residential and Commercial Buildings etc. He has
executed projects pan India and worked with major Infrastructure & real estate companies such as Otto India, Ramky and Nitesh Estates.
His experience spans planning, Project Management, Co-ordination and MIS. His earlier stint was with Al Habi Trading & Constracting and
AI Ansari Trading Enterprise LLC(for 7 years) in Muscat, Oman.

.....Engineering Excellence

Recognition
from the World’s best!

ISO & OHSAS Certificate

Caring for the World
we live in!
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